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English:  
This half term, we will be immersing ourselves in the gory and 

gruesome story of ‘Frankenstein’ by Mary Shelley. The children 

will act in role as Frankenstein, a scientist, who was 

determined to discover the secrets of life.  They will write 

narratives about the moment the monster came to life and 

describe Frankenstein’s reaction when he realised he had not 

created a beautiful human and had instead created a beast. 

 

Maths: 
We are continuing to develop our arithmetic by securing 
mental and written methods to solve number sentences. We 
will also complete a unit on fractions learning how to add, 
subtract, multiply and divide as well as finding fractions of 
amounts to solve problems. 

Science: (continuing from Autumn 1) 
Our science unit this half term is Light. We will be learning about how 
light travels, refelcction and what animals can see. 
                                                                 

Foundation Subjects: 
PE:  
Our PE day is a Tuesday and we will be doing 
tag rugby. We will be learning the skills such as 
catching and throwing and learn the rules to 
play a game. 
 
Computing: 
We will be learning how to use powerpoint and 
learning how to insert pictures, backgrounds 
and animations. We will be creating a 
powerpoint informing children how to stay safe 
online.  
 
PSHE:  
Within PSHE, we will recap e-safety, reflect on 
what good and bad practice looks like online 
and we will focus on the impact of social media. 
This topic then encourages us to express 
opinions and respect other points of view. 

Library Day:  
Every Monday afternoon, we will be visiting the library.  For those who 
have consent, they are welcome to choose from the ‘11 Up’ section. 
We encourage the children to explore the recommended reading list.  
 

How can you help your child at home? 
Reading:  Please read with your child for at least 15 minutes a day. 
Spelling: Please help your child to learn the spellings that they have been set on Spelling Frame.  
Maths: Please help your child learn their multiplication and division facts.   

Kinetic Letters: 
We are going to begin 
the ‘joining programme’ 
which focuses on the 
flick-joins between each 
letter family. 
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Autumn 2 

Themes: Justice and Life 

 

 

Guided Reading: 
We will be using the text ’Anatomicum’ which guides readers through 
the human body. The text offers a range of fiction and non-fiction 
extracts and we will be practising each question type (retrieval, 
inference, word meaning, making comparisons and summarising).  
                                                                 


